
Tarkovsky drowning burning

It is a strange feeling a movie being an organism that becomes part of you when you watch it and it 

remains with you afterwards. You are familiar with it but there is an element of unexplainable and 

the issue is of something that is not emptied. It is not just series of breathtaking images put on 

screen to take the viewer to another place. There are movies to entertain and bring instant pleasure, 

this is something else which is extremely difficult to point out without sounding an ecstatic fool 

stating the obvious, the brilliance and beauty there is, divine and timeless, but still rooted in time 

and place, to us. It is not extraordinary to hear male voice of critics, those who watch and love 

movies and so often disregard the feminine side there is clear and strong but somehow invisible for 

the male. To me it is loud as is the dogs barking in the fog and the sound of heels in a church where 

woman of the film is slowly walking like moving in a mystery and learning to know it. It also is not 

unusual to hear male directors say they did not realize how powerful the female protagonist really is 

for the female viewers. What is this woman doing she who walks like a queen into something 

ancient like a tourist, in to the old refusing to kneel down and pray and refusing to want the same 

which she should be wanting naturally. A surprise for her is how she is not able to perform the same 

rituals as those to whom it comes naturally, how out of touch she is. In the face of what kind of 

movies get made nowadays it is ironical to state harsh critique for Nostalghia. In many cases of 

movie critique subjectivity is speaking. Art is sensitive to the word of experts who give their final 

say and I have found the official standings on films often biased and unfair. Being judgmental 

towards something so delicate and precious is almost blasphemy as it is easy not to look. Is there 

same disinterest as there is disinterest and underestimation towards the feminine altogether I 

wonder. The public believes the experts. Experts know best. They have authority. To have faith in 

experts is one kind of religion we should learn to be more critical about. Pay attention the woman is 

driving and stops, because she chooses to have a walk.

My attempt is to be as analytical as possible. What it is I am watching. As much as there is room for 

objective analysis in art and for Tarkovsky, there is emotion and devotion to his art and much of art 

analysis and critique have personal liking and opinions weighing in on the whole of what is being 

said about a piece of art and the artist. Nostalghia (1983) and Sacrifice (1986) are often said of 

being less good and artistically not as high in artistic quality, innovation and expression as Stalker 

(1979), Mirror (1975) and Andrej Rublev (1966) which all bring in front intensity of faith and 

religion in Russian culture and thinking, which was at Tarkovsky's time an atheist country. Russia 

being an intensely macho country where worshipping the Mother of God hasn't faded. The 



nurturing mother has important task and nurture especially which is part of the sacred. Highlighting 

the female for Tarkovsky functions as Ellen Ripley in the Alien movies. Her power is under serious 

doubt and seen as fragile, but she has it anyway and she uses her power to save the world.

Nostalghia struck me as it highlights the feminine, how faith is part of our bodies and what we see, 

how we look, the divine is in the feminine and there is the unbreakable link to nature, women's 

desire to be mothers and have faith to the unknown, or not. To my mind the film is an exemplary 

exploration to how much one is master of one's destiny and how the modern brings in and 

strengthens the conflict between nature and man, conflict between the sexes is a constant battle. For 

women to have a mind of their own is the modern and natural, they do their thing, the question is 

what is the thing of women, with women, what is theirs to have, for them. With the modern 

something happens to the collective, ideals and to the common good towards which to be nostalgic 

about is fair. Something happens to the individual in this process, the estrangement, loss and 

loneliness, an inner and outer conflict, a disaster. Question is what do we become? To be an organic 

part of nature bearing children, being a child and finding harmony there in simple things may be too 

simple there where there now is very little space for the harmonious and simple things. Choosing to 

be a traditional mother, a figure part of the sacred or a modern independent woman who has a say 

over her body and what she does, whether she believes or not, is liberty woman is not willing to 

back away from.

How much my admiration does justice to his art or does it cloud my judgment is probably a 

footnote. What is there on film that one senses, sees, feels, smells, hears, thinks, imagines via 

Andrey Tarkovsky's movies as they are so packed but delicate, light, fragile and alive. Maybe that is 

it the moving part, essential aspect in his films how alive they are, how much emotion there is 

without frivolous nonsense as people in his films are sick of nonsense, sick of grandiose and 

sentimentality. There is sincere interest in human existence and how we experience, why feel the 

way we do and be trapped by feelings, how these personal experiences can be shown and be 

understood by others as the same. That is the true strength there, will to understand and look what is 

so felt, what is subjective and universal, the universal emotional to be understood which today is 

one difficulty we face as we are like images not revealing multiple dimensions on screen. How and 

why we can try to understand the other and be compassionate. Interesting is what makes a movie 

scene and an image sincere is the flaw, mess, ruin of ours. So much so that we believe in it and 

identify with it, absorb the view as if it was something to breath.



Fragility in a scene where a man holding a short white candle protecting its flame begins a task that 

seems irrelevant and pointless but is far-reaching. He has stepped inside an empty pool and begins 

to walk with a candle from one side to the other. Bottom of the pool is rocky, he takes careful steps. 

He touches the edge of the pool with his hand like it was a game as he begins and walks to the other 

edge trying to keep the flame burning. He fails a couple of times as the candle goes out, his 

frustration shows, he is seemingly tired and exhausted but he must hold on because he is 

determined and must keep the candle burning as he walks to the other side of the pool. He finally 

manages at his task gently holding the candle as it was his child, protecting it with his hand and coat 

as if he grew old while completing his task and died after having placed the candle on the edge of 

the pool and left it burning. It is an emotional scene, exhaustively beautiful, slow, painful for the 

viewer, grounded, vividly depicting a state of mind, an any man's effort which is so packed and 

painful viewer feels the torture of failing and trying again and relief of succeeding finally as if it 

was a physical sports exercise. Close-up to the hands and the candle, heavy breathing.

I experienced Nostalghia as something which very few have been able to achieve on film for me. A 

personal astounding voyage into details which speak via femininity and a child, there is no one like 

Tarkovsky and his vision and it makes me wonder why so. Is it the extreme conditions of banning 

and spying on citizens, a doctrine of political that has no place for mystery and belief to the 

invisible, something hovering in the air is an escape from Social Realism and banning God. 

Tarkovsky's movies speak the spiritual, spirit rains down and over endlessly or burns violently 

which happening is viewed on film by actors and me outside, what is there to see is a miracle of 

nature, to get soaked in rain is a spiritual happening like being baptised again and again and 

denying the divine is the ultimate crime against people and the spirit. The power of his films and 

this particular film is something of rare kind but still very everyday and everywhere, suffering and 

beauty of suffering, what becomes of suffering, what is to suffer, how to overcome this conflict and 

what does it make of us. Nostalgia is what all feel when looking back, the subjective view and what 

we remember is only for us. To share that personal view can be impossible, the subjective 

experience in time. Viewing breathtaking images of landscapes and historical buildings longing for 

release from the modern machine and finding momentary joy has such heaviness and weight it is 

unbearable as is the beauty in Tarkovsky's movies. All is beautiful because all comes from God, all 

is light as all is heavy. How can we show our respect towards what we have and what is?

You can watch the film without knowing what the story is. That it was made over 20 years ago is 

almost irrelevant, but telling. There is something to the point that the woman is an interpreter and 



the male protagonist is a writer doing research. We are drowning and burning in the very same way 

as tragically, suddenly and sadly, watching people go by, who are they the couple asks. To be in 

search of and inquisitive has a purpose. Things happening around must have a reason. Times are in 

contrast to the slowness and pace, massiveness and weight of nature feels like a landslide taking us 

by our feet and pulling us down with the freezing stream. We are still protesting as we were then 

and remain completely dissatisfied with the ways we are managed, screwed and administrated, 

expected to accomplish, make, go by the book and be going somewhere as the taxi is waiting, 

luggage is packed and we are moving ahead somewhere forward not back in time but into the 

future. Not staying put, refusing to rot but still rotting as the houses and ruins in the film do. Rain 

comes through the roof, puddles become ponds on the floor and man wades and paddles in clear 

water inside ruins where there are landscapes, rivers and hills, bottles collecting the rainwater and a 

dog looking at the camera. Sounds and images are of beauty that is constantly being made by 

nature, humans wetting their shoes and clothes as they do not have any choice but go in and get wet. 

In Nostalgia there is fog and rain throughout all of the movie, sudden blink of sunlight lasts only a 

few seconds and it rains again. People don't complain about the weather but they are in pain and in 

inescapable situation brought by their bodies, nature and other people, unbearable. Some go crazy 

which seems to be the sanest and most obvious thing to do. Don't go with the flow, follow your own 

nature, if it is yours, if you understand what it is, if you know how to look and what really is 

beautiful, what is beauty of yours.

https://youtu.be/84RmIVl3Qas

To be surrounded by water, be in water, face the inescapable flooding, wetness of clothes and hair. 

Woman sitting on a bed drying out her hair with blow dryer at a comfortable hotel among other 

guests who wander around bumping into each other at the corridor just as you, but not as poor as 

you, not as lost as you, not as wet as you, not as tired, not as out of their minds. There is no union, 

no true meeting, no coming together, people go their separate ways asking what is happening, not 

knowing is one cause of suffering. To dry out and never get dry is what tires people out to the limit 

of setting oneself on fire standing on a statue. Warmth comes from a bottle. Hotel guests are free to 

take refreshing and rejuvenating baths while a crazy homeless man goes around the pool in wet 

shoes. He is a poet, listen to what the poet says. Water is safety and saviour. It is about birth, 

divinity, life on earth, a cold shiver, death, drowning, drinking, listen to it. This is not a desert as it 

is not dry, maybe dry of joy. Life lies in the water with divinity which becomes at birth in opening 

the dress of the sacred mother from which birds fly out after a prayer is spoken to become a mother, 



please bless me. Candles are still the warmest of all to be protected at the altar melting bringing in 

light lighting up the place and prayers of women who wish to become mothers and those who are 

graciously blessed are with those who await. We are in water also at birth, our reflection is in the 

water, our becoming happens because of water.

To embody beauty and the divine, the sacred and the spiritual is what Tarkovsky's movie Nostalghia 

does. It is the main theme for him which enlarges itself as his movies are few and monumental 

pieces of art finding out spirituality and the killing of it. Significance to a movie fan is as massive as 

historical paintings and buildings have, what are we without knowledge of history. Hair on a 

woman is the same as vegetation moving along with the stream of water in which there is a fallen 

statue of an angel. It makes one think every breath taken and held, hold breath and breath out, think 

about breathing, how the water feels on one's skin and how that statue does not feel a thing, it does 

not know where it is. Russia is always there even though the movie happens in Italy. Italy seems the 

same as Russia, people are the same, beauty, meaning and purpose of religion, ruins, history, 

sentiments, sentimentality, there is something so similar that it is all one. Fight is the same, poverty 

is the same, suffering and relationships, problems do not differ. What is the desert here and why? 

The crazy man in the movie shuts off himself with his family in their home for seven years in 

isolation. They were rescued as if they had wrecked a boat at sea and been saved in the last minute, 

a mega spectacle of saving a family. With such small size Tarkovsky paints a profound image where 

Beethoven is only too pompous and royal, imperial and full of himself, played when something 

important happens and must be paraded. Beethoven and the equestrian statue on which to climb and 

set oneself on fire alone with a canister of gasoline while other protesters watch, the burning man 

falls to the ground. He was the crazy man and now he is dead. Statue remains.

"Andrei meets and befriends a strange man named Domenico (Erland Josephson), who is famous in 

the village for trying to cross through the waters of a mineral pool with a lit candle. He claims that 

when finally achieving it, he will save the world. They both share a feeling of alienation from their 

surroundings. Andrei later learns that Domenico used to live in a lunatic asylum until the post-

fascistic state closed them and now lives in the street. He also learns that Domenico had a family 

and was obsessed in keeping them inside his house in order to save them from the end of the world, 

until they were freed by the local police after seven years. Before leaving, Domenico gives Andrei 

his candle and asks him if he will cross the waters for him with the flame." https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Nostalghia
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